
EVA - Evolution Virtual Agent

EVA is transforming the way hotels communicate 
with their guests, improving service and allowing 
hotels to greatly increase efficiency. 

EVA can be provided as part or our EVOLUTION 
Voice cloud PBX service. With our SIP trunks or as 
part our EV Connect solution which allows you to 
benefit from EVA even if you have a legacy 
on-premise PBX.

Top 20 hotel FAQ’s are built in allowing us to get 
you up and running quickly.

Low monthly cost per virtual agent

Fully managed service including detail reporting 
and updates for new services, events etc

Integration for systems such as Jazz, Salesforce, 
HotSOS and others

EVA, our AI powered Virtual Assistant helps hotels 
improve service and reduce operational costs. 

Our EVOLUTION Voice service has been tailored to the needs of the hospitality industry and delivers 
service to hundreds of thousands of guest rooms and is constantly evolving to help hoteliers and their 
guests.

EVA, our AI powered virtual assistant has been designed to deal with guest requests just like a human 
agent would. Be that answering frequently asked questions, taking secure payments, sending maps or 
other information via text or WhatsApp. EVA operates 24x7 and has been proven to reduce calls to 
agents by over 50%
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Key benefits:

Operational efficiences reduce 
costs and improve service.

Integration with other hotel 
systems and a fully managed 
service

EVA also allows you to benefit 
from these other services

KEY BENEFITS INCLUDE:

EVA is multi-lingual and can speak over 100 languages.

EVA is equipped with AI & machine learning, groups of hotels learn from each other.

EVA uses natural langage allowing guests to interact as if speaking to a human.

EVA can take PCI compliant card payments.

EVA can communicate with guests and staff using voice, text and WhatsApp

  


